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Looking for a Scare? Then Read These 13 Spine-chilling StoriesWithin these pages, you will
find eyewitness stories unlike anything you’ve read before. You will experience the terror, the
helplessness, the loss of control, and the torment felt by those who have fallen prey to the dark
powers in this world—the demon possessed.The symptoms of demonic possessions manifest
themselves in many ways—convulsions, bite marks appearing from nothing, and levitation are
all common. The victims frequently inherit clairvoyant abilities, too, seeing directly into another
person's soul to uncover their deepest, darkest secrets. Perhaps most incredibly of all, though,
the possessed may begin speaking in a language they've never previously been exposed to.
These are symptoms it's almost impossible to explain or dismiss.This chilling collection of
stories date from modern times all the way back to the 1600s, spanning multiple countries
including the United States, Great Britain, the Philippines, France, and South Africa. From the
poor to the middle-class, the prostitute to the housewife, and the schoolboy to the local butcher,
you will learn demons do not discriminate between class, gender, or age—it can happen to
anyone.Most of the time, the demon possesses one individual, but not always. In this book, you
will find the case of two brothers possessed simultaneously and interacting with each other in
the throes of their possession as well as an instance in which an entire school of children seem
to suffer at the hands of a demonic entity.Some of these horror stories arose from poor
judgment, such as a pact with the devil or seeking the help of an ill-reputed healer. Others
succumbed to a curse, while some are unfortunate enough to simply find themselves in the
wrong place at the wrong time.Some of the victims of these stories were delivered, but found
their lives cut dramatically short, no doubt due to the physical torments their human bodies
endured during the possession and exorcism. Others faced prison, or found themselves locked
up in asylums because of actions committed while they were under an evil influence. Yet, there
are still those whom were unable to be delivered, one in particular even leading to a gruesome,
haunting murder. It seems there are no happy endings when demons become involved.So let
me ask you: do you believe in demons? True Demonic Possessions and Exorcisms is
guaranteed to befuddle the skeptics and confirm to believers that demons are not to be messed
with. Whichever side of the fence you sit, one thing is for sure: this collection of true stories of
demonic possession is guaranteed to be a hair-raising experience.Ready to scare yourself
senseless? Scroll to the top of the page and hit buy!



True Ghost Stories:Real Demonic Possessions and ExorcismsBy Zachery KnowlesReal
Demonic Possessions and Exorcisms—Copyright © 2017 by Z. KnowlesAll rights reserved. No
part of this book may be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the author.
Reviewers may quote brief passages in reviews.DisclaimerNo part of this publication may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical or electronic, including
photocopying or recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, or transmitted by
email without permission in writing from the publisher.While all attempts have been made to
verify the information provided in this publication, neither the author nor the publisher assumes
any responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretations of the subject matter
herein.This book is for entertainment purposes only. The views expressed are those of the
author alone, and should not be taken as expert instruction or commands. The reader is
responsible for his or her own actions.Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations,
including international, federal, state, and local governing professional licensing, business
practices, advertising, and all other aspects of doing business in the US, Canada, or any other
jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader.Neither the author nor the
publisher assumes any responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of the purchaser or
reader of these materials.Any perceived slight of any individual or organization is purely
unintentional.Your FREE GiftAs a way of saying thanks for your purchase, I’m offering a free
eBook to readers of my True Ghost Stories series.All you need to do is , then you’ll instantly be
able to download this PDF version of my book, Real Black-Eyed Kids. I hope you enjoy it.TABLE
OF CONTENTSIntroductionClarita Villanueva: Vampire GirlPriscilla Johnson: Terror in Colonial
AmericaJulia: Satan’s PriestessMichael Taylor: From Exorcism to MurderMass Possession at
the Elsa Perea Flore SchoolDavid: The Beast Man and the BoyCheyenne: The Beast Man and
the Nice GuyAnna: Most UnnaturalBill Ramsey: A Real Werewolf?Clara Germana Cele: Snake
GirlThiebauld & Joseph: The Possessed BrothersBewitched SophiaGiselle: The Housewife and
the HealerSleep WellINTRODUCTIONWhat you are about to read is a collection of stories—true
stories—about demon possession. The individuals in these stories come from all walks of life,
various time periods, and several different countries. The details of their stories may differ
greatly, but there are certain things they all have in common: loss of control, torment, and fear. In
fact, fear is rampant in these stories: personal fear, fear of insanity, fear of the stigma of demon
possession, fear of some diabolical creature only they can see, fear for their loved ones safety,
and fear for their very soul.Keep in mind, with demon possession nothing is as it seems.
Consider the Italian exorcist who had a frail, elderly woman brought to him for exorcism. At first,
she seemed like a sweet, grandmotherly-type woman more likely to be carrying a fresh-baked
pie rather than having a demon cast out of her. When alone in the room with the elderly woman,
the exorcist turned his back to put on his stole; when he turned back to her, the tiny, frail, little old
lady rose from the wooden chair in which she sat and held it over her head by one leg, growling
out blasphemies with her face twisted beyond recognition.Demon possession doesn’t always
manifest itself as shown in the movies, either. For instance, take the case of a rather chubby



twelve-year old boy, Tim, who showed few signs of demon possession. What attracted the
attention of people wasn’t so much what he did, but the effect he had on others: just Tim’s
presence could cause a roomful of people to become angry and violent.Many people are
familiar with the infamous “pea soup” scene from The Exorcist, or a similar scene found in one of
the old episodes of the X-Files. Believe it or not, it is not uncommon for individuals to vomit up
strange substances during an exorcism, although projectile vomiting, as in the films, is more
myth than truth. However, it is factual for people to vomit up far more than their physical body can
hold including hair, teeth, nails, pins, feces, scarves, and even an occasional frog.Another film
favorite is strange voices and bestial sounds originating from the possessed. In this case, the
truth is far more disturbing than fiction; the electronically-manipulated sounds in films do not hold
a candle to the eerie, disturbing, unearthly sounds associated with real-life demon possession.
As one nun put it, it often sounds like a choir of hellish animals, echoing from deep within the
bowels of Hell, with Satan as their director. The voices heard are simply inhuman and to hear
one in person will likely disturb you for the rest of your life.Finally, there are some very dramatic
exorcisms in this book that combine levitation, inhuman voices, clairvoyant knowledge, and
much more. However, not all exorcisms are dramatic; case-in-point the story of Irish Presbyterian
missionary Amy Carmichael. While serving in Japan, she noticed one of her neighbors had been
possessed by several fox demons. The local Japanese exorcists had been working on the man
for hours, but to no avail. Amy, and her translator Misaki-San, joined together in private prayer for
several hours before visiting the man and his family. With his wife’s permission, the two young
women went in the room where he was restrained for the man’s wife said Amy and Misaki-San
couldn’t hurt him anymore.Securely restrained by several ropes, the man lie face-down on the
floor with burn marks all over his back where the local exorcists had been burning incense to
drive the demons away. His body was covered in sweat and every muscle was tense as he
growled at the women. Amy and Misaki-San, both in their mid-twenties, stood before him and
prayed a quiet, simple prayer of deliverance in the name of Jesus. As they turned to leave, Amy
told the wife her husband would be fine. The next morning the women received word the man
was once again well and wished to personally thank them for their prayers.The villains in these
stories are the demons that took possession of these individuals. While some of the possessed
were promised advantages for cooperating with these dark powers, the horror they reaped in
return outweighed any good that may have come. Physical pain, mental torment, a shortened life-
span, separation from society, murderous urges, suicidal thoughts, and much, much more are
among the house warming gifts demons transport when they take up residence in a human
body.In his book An Exorcist Tells His Story, Father Gabriele Amorth shares the experience of a
young man who was demon possessed. This young, 16-year old man experienced deep
depression, hopelessness, physical weakness, and a blackening of his soul. He described a
sense of an unseen knife stabbing him, its goal not just to physically kill him, but to destroy him
from the soul outward as well. He felt engulfed in darkness and completely helpless, his life
circumducting out of control until he was finally delivered.These stories are not only represented



by villainous figures for there are heroes, too. Symbols such as a loved one refusing to give up
on seeking help, a minister or priest who faces physical danger to emancipate the possessed, or
teams of assistants who place their own physical and mental well-being at risk during exorcisms.
Each of these heroes faced the demons knowing these spirits may reveal secret sins from their
past, cause physical harm outside of the exorcism, and/or force them to see and hear things
they would be hard pressed to forget.Are you prepared to read some true stories about demon
possession?Clarita Villanueva: Vampire GirlClarita Villanueva was a petite, attractive teenage
girl living a very rough life in the Philippines during the 1950s.She was no stranger to the
paranormal as she grew up watching her single mother hold séances and practice fortune-telling
as a means to make money. However, when Clarita came face-to-face with the demonic, she
was as helpless as the next person.The Demonic ManifestsWhen her mother died, Clarita was
left alone to fend for herself at the tender age of 12. She began as a vagabond, but was quickly
lured into prostitution. She became quite skilled at plying her trade and focused on the capital
city of Manila for maximum profit.Late one night in 1953, when she was 18-year old, the Manila
police arrested her on vagrancy and prostitution charges. It was at this time as she was locked
up in a Bilibid prison cell that authorities discovered something was quite wrong with this young
woman.Clarita claimed two creatures had repeatedly attacked her over a period of nine days.
Attributing this claim to mental illness, the officials paid little attention until bite marks began to
appear on the her, most prominently on her neck, hence the nickname “vampire girl.”Soon
Clarita was in the mayor’s office accompanied by the chief medical examiner and a few other
witnesses from various professions. There she began to writhe, laugh, and cry out as if
experiencing pain; the group of witnesses observed bite marks appear where no bite marks had
been. They stated the bite marks would appear under the palm of someone’s hand as they held
her arm, becoming visible once the hand was removed.At one point, those present saw her
make a motion as if pulling hair from someone or something invisible and then discovered a wad
of thick, straight, black hair in her clenched fist. The hair clearly matched the description of her
tormentors.Description and Behavior of the CreaturesClarita had described one of her attackers
as a large man covered in thick, curly hair over his head, chest, and arms. He also had
abnormally large teeth, much like that of a dog, and his eyes were sharp and piercing. The other
creature was very short, just over two-feet tall, dressed in a black hooded robe with sharp,
vampire teeth and bulging eyes.The beings took turns biting her, Clarita claimed. The smaller
one would climb around on her body to access new places to bite. They both preferred the
fleshy areas of the body where it would be difficult for her to personally inflict a bite wound,
favoring her upper torso, arms, and neck. Their bites would leave purplish, discolored bruises
and sometimes moisture.Newspaper Coverage and ExpertsAs these horrific attacks continued,
her story quickly attracted the attention of the media, making front-page news in the Philippines,
the United States, and eventually all over the world. The news depicted her in a photo in which
the attractive, dark-haired young girl’s face and mouth were contorted in anguish while her eyes
filled with desperation. One can only imagine the fear and helplessness Clarita felt; so young



and with no family to care for her.Another grainy newspaper photo reflects a beautiful young
woman with her mouth stretched wide open in pain, eyes tightly shut, and reportedly in the
throes of a seizure. Clarita began to fall into trances; subsequently seizures began to occur more
frequently. During her trances, medical professionals, with over 100 called in during her
experiences, tried pricking her skin with needles, but she had no reaction; it seemed as if her
body was there, but Clarita was not.Some of the medical experts, as to be expected, insisted her
experiences were nothing more than manifestations of mental hysteria. They even insisted the
bite marks were discolorations in the skin caused by her mind, yet they could not provide an
explanation of how her mind could cause such marks.Others who witnessed the same incidents
disagreed with the medical professionals, affirming something invisible to all except Clarita was
attacking her and they were all helpless to protect her. They also pointed to the saliva-like
moisture that appeared around the bite marks as further refutation of this tenuous theory.The
Deadly CursesIt is also worthy to note one outspoken skeptic who accused Clarita of putting on
an act to garner attention was “cursed” by Clarita; according to onlookers, her normally large,
expressive eyes narrowed and took on an almost snake-like appearance as she simply said to
her skeptic, “You will die.” Though it cannot be proven if she did curse him, the man died the next
day.He was not the only victim of such a “curse” by Clarita. One of the chief jailers had
aggressively kicked Clarita for some perceived wrong-doing. In response, witnesses say she
turned to face the guard and murmured the same words; within four days, the jailer, too,
died.Fear struck many in Manila as they came to believe Clarita was no mere victim of demonic
torment but rather a powerful witch. The fact that her mother was a fortune-teller did not help
matters.Plea for HelpWhile many countries across the world offered ideas for cures and
treatments, it seemed no Christian nation was brave enough to respond. After weeks of torment,
help came to tortured Clarita in the form of an American minister, Lester Sumrall, working to help
build-up some local Philippine churches. Lester Sumrall felt God brought him to help the girl and
bravely approached the mayor and his team for permission to visit Clarita, stating she had a
case of demonic possession.Sumrall was a Protestant minister and thus did not perform a
Roman Catholic exorcism, but he performed an exorcism all the same. As he began to confront
the demons in the name of Jesus Christ, they began to speak through Clarita in two distinct
voices, corresponding to the two demons Clarita professed to have witnessed. After a matter of
days, Sumrall was confident Clarita was freed from their power until they returned and Sumrall
once again confronted them in the name of Jesus. He finally cast them out for good and Clarita
was encouraged to seek salvation to prevent further demonic possession.Clarita was freed from
her demons for the remainder of her days. She remained active in the church in the Philippines
and went on to marry and have a family.Priscilla Johnson: Terror in Colonial AmericaPriscilla
Johnson was a teenage girl living in 1670s colonial America. A lean, intense, outgoing blonde
sixteen-year old, she was working for the household of the local pastor to bring in some extra
income for her family. However, it would seem the devil was waiting for her right outside the
minister’s home.Horror Begins
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Joseph J. Truncale, “If you enjoy interesting and spooky stories of demonic possessions, this
book is for you.. For more than 7 decades my passion for reading has been wide and varied on
topics from A to Z, and from the scientific to the esoteric. Lately, I have been reading quite a few
books by Zachery Knowles, who seems to have made a niche for himself writing about various
ghosts and hauntings in numerous locations. I recently finished this 105 page soft cover book
(Real demonic possessions and exorcisms by Zachery Knowles) and found it to be a spooky
and fascinating read.There is always something quite disturbing, reading about someone who is
possessed by demons and evil spirits and there must be an exorcism to root out these frightful
possessions. In this respect, this book was in my opinion, scarier than all the other books I read
about ghosts and hauntings.Some of the material covered in this volume is as follows: Clarita
Villeneuva: Vampire girl, Priscilla Johnson: Terror in colonial America, Julia: Satan’s Priestess,
Michael Taylor: from Exorcism to murder, David: The beast man and the boy, Bill Ramsey: A real
werewolf, Clara Germana Cele: Snake girl and many other interesting cases.If you like unusual
haunting stories about people who may have been possessed by demons and evil beings and
how they had to have exorcisms preformed to eradicate them, you may want to check out this
book. A good read.Rating: 5 Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: Martial Art and Warrior Haiku
and Senryu).”

Jaime Contreras, “A collection of fmaous possessions and exorcisms. I have read another
Zachery Knowles book and am familiar with his narrative style of writing and conveying
supernatural and preternatural tales. Having participated in spiritual deliverance rituals,
confronted possessed people, dealing with witches, and being a student of the exorcism rite, I
possess extensive knowledge of this area of preternatural phenomena, possessions and
exorcisms. I found this booklet an accurate and intense depiction of said events of demonic
possessions. This first tale about Clarita is quite familiar to me because I am familiar with the
ministry of Pastor Lester Sumrall and have read the book, "The Life Story of Lester Sumrall."
That story alone is disturbing enough but Zachery added menace in the retelling. I was quite
impressed with the recounting of the chilling tales of Priscilla Johnson, Clara Cele and the
Burner brothers to the point that it I felt my sphincter tightening. Two of the other better cases
came from the files and experiences of Ed and Lorraine Warren. The David and Cheyenne
stories comprise the "Demon Murder Case." The other case is the strange and terrifying story of
Bill Ramsey, "The Werewolf." The inclusion of two cases investigated by the Warrens added to
the scope and reality of possessions and exorcisms. It also adds additional spice to this book.
The other cases discussed also provided depth and breadth of the vileness of a demonic
possession. The author effectively uses descriptive and emotional words and phrases to convey
evil of these cases. It was also a good idea to include several of the aforementioned more
infamous cases on the subject. I applaud Zachery Knowles for this impressive book of thirteen



demonic possessions and exorcisms.”

Robby, “Enjoy the stories...if you dare!. This is the 3rd of Mr. Knowles' books that I've read. I can
say with completely honesty that I'll will continue to order his books and read more. I like to read
a story or two before bed, I know I'm weird but I like to be a little creeped out before hitting the
sack. In this installment of True Ghost Stories the stories are a little bit longer and have more
background than the stories I've read before. Now some of these possession tales are fairly well
known but some are definitely new to me and I'm a major consumer of scary possession
stories.Now if you are very concerns about writing style and mechanics you might be a bit
bothered by this book. The language can be a bit choppy and some phrases and cliches are
repeated a few too many times in a relatively short space and there are a few typos. All in all
nothing an editor couldn't fix. For me this is kind of annoying but not a disqualifier or enough to
get me to knock it down a star. Just relax and enjoy the stories...if you dare!”

Nicole D DeCherrie, “More details needed. The book is very interesting. The case studies seem
very credible. My only issue is that I wish the author would go into greater detail about the cases.
The short stories seemed rushed.”

Tim, “Interesting. I found this book to be very interesting. And a wee bit disturbing. The only
complaint I have is that it was a little short for me. That's just my opinion.”

Gord Wright, “Eye opener to the darkness.... The short stories are straight to the point wasting
little time . They will be a real eye opener to the worst of the dark forces that prowl about in this
world , searching for whom they can devour. If you want good true scare stories on this subject ,
then this is the one for you to read .”

AR OSullivan, “dont read at night sweet dreams. I don't oftan read books,in fact i cant remember
the last time i had a book in my hands.Since this covid19 lock down i was thinking about getting
a book with short storys.Well...i cant stop reading these books there brilliant.i have done 4 of the
books in this collection then got another 2 to start and just orderd the last 4 books for the whole
collection..not bad for someone who dont read lol.Dont read the late at night like i did...Sweet
dreams.....”

Karen griffiths, “Super scary. To scary for me to read . However the few I read were very
interesting . Couldn't read anymore , got me thinking too much !”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great little book. Love this book quick stories easy to read and hard to put
down. If your into to these kind of things I recommend this book but also his other books.”

The book by Zachery Knowles has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 237 people have provided feedback.
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